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Abstract—Mobile edge computing is an emerging technology that
provides services within the close proximity of mobile subscribers
by edge servers that are deployed in each edge server. Mobile edge
computing platform enables application developers and content
providers to serve context-aware services (such as service
recommendation) by using real time radio access network
information. In service recommendation system, quality of service
(QoS) prediction plays an important role when mobile devices or
users want to invoke services that can satisfy user QoS requirements.
However, user mobility (e.g., from one edge server to another) often
makes service QoS prediction values deviate from actual values in
traditional mobile networks. Unfortunately, many existing service
recommendation approaches fail to consider user mobility. In this
paper, we propose a service recommendation approach based on
collaborative filtering and make QoS prediction based on user
mobility. This approach initially calculates user or edge server
similarity and selects the Top-K most-similar neighbors, predicts
service QoS, and then makes service recommendation. We have
implemented our proposed approach with experiments based on
Shanghai Telecom datasets. Experimental results show that our
approach can significantly improve on the accuracy of service
recommendation in mobile edge computing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile edge computing is an emerging technology that
provides Web and cloud services within the close proximity
of mobile subscribers. Traditional telecom network operators
perform traffic control flow (forwarding and filtering of
packets), but in mobile edge computing, edge servers are also
deployed in each edge server. It also enables application
developers and content providers to serve QoS-aware service
recommendation based user context information by using
real time radio access network information [1], [2]. In Mobile
edge computing environment, edge server is deployed in
between the mobile client and server near mobile proximity.
For example, when a mobile web browser sends a request for
a URL page, the response from the server is first intercepted
at the edge server, since it can device information and analyze
users behavior to improve services[1]. Based on the growing
popularity of mobile devices, a large number of mobile
services have been developed that run on mobile devices and
often are invoked by people accessing edge servers in mobile
edge computing [3]. Thus, it is important to know which
mobile services have better QoS values for performance
optimization. Hence, how to predict the QoS values
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accurately before services are invoked is a very important
issue for service recommendation in mobile edge computing.
As it is well known that service QoS data are notably
more volatile, and mobile devices often roam in mobile
environment [4], [5]. Due to the mobility of mobile devices,
history QoS data of mobile services in an edge server will fail
when mobile devices move in another edge server and
theservices QoS data in the new edge server is empty. To
explain changes of edge server for mobile users easily, we
present two types of edge server definition:
Definition 1: old edge server – This refers to the edge
server from which the active user adopted services before he
moved out of its radio coverage.
Definition 2: new edge server – This refers to the current
edge server after the active user moved from the radio
coverage of the old edge server. The active user adopts
services by accessing this new edge server.
Although many QoS-aware service recommendation
approaches [6], [7], [8] have been proposed in traditional
Internet environments, they often fail to make accurate
service recommendation in mobile edge computing because
two problems exist that decrease service recommendation
accuracy:
1) Volatility of QoS data. One active user invokes the
same service many times, and QoS value is different each
time. For example, one active user named Sam watches a
movie on his mobile phone; the movie can be smooth one
time but freeze the next time because of volatile QoS data.
The above phenomenon is common in real life.
2) Mobility of active users. An active user often moves
around, and edge servers change according to the location of
the active user [9] in mobile edge computing. Suppose that
Sam often uses service from an old edge server. When using
one video service on his mobile phone, its response time is
100 msec on average when the host server running the service
is deployed in the old edge server. When Sam roams in a new
edge server, if the video service remains invoked, traditional
service recommendation approaches often monitor its
historical QoS data in the old edge server, and obtained
response time remains 100 msec. However, its real response
time will be different because Sam is located change.
Based on research and experiments with existing service
recommendation approaches such as [10], [11], [8], and [12],
[13], we found that these approaches caused large errors in
mobile edge computing because of user mobility. User
mobility results in changing user locations and data volatility.
These large errors are introduced in detail as follows:

1)

Mobility of user locations. In mobile edge computing,
users invoke services by accessing different edge servers
based on their dynamically changing locations. Because
of user mobility, edge server handoff will be frequent [4],
[5]. Therefore, history QoS data of users in the old edge
server will likely be invalid when user the location
changes significantly, and the QoS data of users in the
new edge server are absent. Therefore, we should
consider the mobility of users and it is important to learn
how to predict the user QoS data from new edge servers.
2) Volatility of mobile networks. Because of the volatility
of mobile environment, if you use QoS data for invoking
the same service one time, the QoS prediction value
cannot reflect the real situation of the QoS. Therefore,
QoS prediction values for services will cause larger
errors based on one-time QoS data.
3) Volatility of the same services at different invoked times.
The QoS data for invoking the same services at a
different time by one user are volatile. Calculating
similarity between users based on the original QoS data
is not reliable. If we do not preprocess the original QoS
data, they will cause larger errors when calculating
similarity between users.
Different from traditional service recommendation
approaches, we first predict QoS values by reducing the
influence of the above three factors. We then perform QoS
prediction based on collaborative filtering and make service
recommendations based on user mobility. Our approach was
inspired by the following two cases; i.e., when users roam in
a new edge server, if there are users in the new edge server
and they invoke the service, then we can predict the QoS
value based on their historical data. Otherwise, we use other
user historical data from other edge servers at which they
invoke the service. Finally, we conduct several experiments
to verify our prediction accuracy based on the real-world
environments.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 shows our related work, and Section 3 introduces a
motivation scenario. Section 4 presents our service
recommendation approach based on user similarity and edge
server similarity. Section 5 describes the implementation of
our experiments and performance comparisons. Section 6
draws conclusion for our paper.

2. RELATED WORK
We have reviewed many Web service recommendation
studies based on collaborative filtering algorithms, such as
[14], [8], [15], [16], [7], and [17]. A few classic studies on
the subject exist, including [11] and [18]. For example, Shao
et al. [11] proposed an approach based on collaborative
filtering to perform similarity mining and make predictions
for users based on their experiences. The approach contains
two steps. First, they calculate the similarity between each
two consumers with their historical QoS data. Then, they
predict the unused service QoS for consumers based on user
similarity. They propose an approach to predicting user
similarity by considering user similarity and user history
service QoS experiences that is very important for subsequent

research on QoS prediction. Zheng et al. [18] presented a
Web service recommender system called WSRec to collect
Web service QoS information from the real-world
environment. Based on QoS data collected by WSRec, they
proposed an effective and novel hybrid collaborative filtering
algorithm to predict Web service QoS value. The approach to
predicting QoS value considers both user similarity and item
similarity to improve prediction accuracy. The above
research presented many approaches [10],[19],[20],[15].
These studies are very meaningful and focus much effort on
improving the accuracy of service recommendation.
However, these approaches are only appropriate to predict
QoS in traditional Internet environments and will result in
large deviations or fail in mobile edge computing.
To address the above problems, many studies have been
performed in traditional mobile network. They consider
mobile location [12], [8], [21], mobile service [22], [23], [21],
[24], or mobile networks [25], [26], [27] to adapt to mobile
Internet environments. For mobile location, Chen et al. [12]
proposed a location-based Web service recommendation,
which employs both Web service history QoS values and user
locations to make personalized QoS predictions. In their
paper, they present a conception named similar region and
retrieve approximate user locations by their IP addresses.
They select the most similar region to predict QoS value, but
similar regions are few, and the approach cannot adapt to
mobile Internet environments. For a mobile recommendation,
Zheng et al. [21] modeled user location-activity relationships
with a tensor representation and proposed a regularized
tensor and matrix decomposition solution to address the
sparse data problem to adapt to mobile information retrieval.
They retrieve the data of many users and apply collaborative
filtering to find like-minded users and like-patterned
activities at different locations, but the approach only
considers the location of users, not service locations. Samba
et al. [27] proposed an approach based on machine learning
to predict throughput using data related to the context of the
user, which refers to factors such as radio channel quality,
speed, and distance from the edge server. The approach
considers mobile networks, but no detailed algorithm is
presented for QoS prediction.
The proposed useful approaches mentioned above will
yield accurate service recommendation on the traditional
Internet for Web service. However, in mobile edge
computing, these approaches will make result in a large
deviation or fail. To address this problem, we propose an
approach that considers user location and data volatility in
mobile edge computing.

3. MOTIVATION
Suppose that Sam often use one service on his mobile
phone by accessing an edge server b1 with response time (e.g.,
one QoS property) of 100 msec on average. As Fig. 1 depicts,
Sam now travels to another edge server b2, and he want to
use the same service. Then how to predict the QoS value of
the service become an important issue by accessing the edge
server b2. If the predicted value is less than 100 msec, this
means Sam can still use the service; otherwise the service will

be migrated to the edge server b2 or other services are
recommended.
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Fig. 1. Service recommendation in mobile edge computing

For solving the problem, traditional approaches [11], [18],
[10], [15], [28], [29] often monitor the history QoS data of
the edge server b1 for Sam and the obtained response time
would remain 100 msec. However, the edge server that Sam
accesses and the mobile networks that support Sam have
changed. As Fig. 1 depicts, Sam invokes the service by
accessing edge server b2 instead of edge server b1; thus, the
response time must be different.
We recognize that some QoS properties, such as response
time and throughput, are highly related to the network
environments of the edge server near which the user is
located [12], [27]. On edge server b2, many other people
invoke services, and Sam can ask those people who invoke
the same service as he does to obtain the response time.
However, if no one has invoked the same service, how can
we predict the QoS value for Sam?
Our motivating problem is to make more-accurate QoS
predictions for service recommendation in mobile edge
computing.
To reach this goal, several challenges must be addressed.
1) How can we redefine the CF (collaborative filtering)
algorithm to adapt it for QoS prediction when considering
edge server information? 2) How can we perform service
recommendation in mobile edge computing?

4. OUR APPROACH
Motivated by the above analysis, we propose an approach
based on the CF algorithm to predict user QoS data by
weakening the volatility of QoS data and considering the
mobility of users. In our approach, based on the QoS data
after normalization, we initially calculate user or edge server
similarity. If the service invoked by an active user exists in
the QoS data of new edge server, we calculate the similarity
between users. If not, we should find other similar edge
servers for the active user; therefore, we propose an algorithm
to calculate the similarity between edge servers by adopting
the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC). Then, we select
Top-K users or edge servers. Finally, we predict the QoS
value of the active user based on our approach for service
recommendation.

Fig. 2. Procedure for Our Approach

As shown in Fig. 2, our proposed approach consists of
three steps as follows:
1) Similarity Computation. This step contains a user and
edge server similarity computation to calculate the
similarity between an active user and other users or to
calculate the similarity of the edge server with other
edge servers to obtain the set of similar users or edge
servers for an active user.
2) QoS prediction. With similar users or edge servers
selected out by similarity neighbor selection for
active users, we can predict the QoS value.
3) Service Recommendation. Based on predicted QoS
values, we make service recommendations to meet
user requirements.
4.1 Similarity Computation
With the development of 4G/5G network, an increasing
number of edge servers have been built, and users move
around in mobile network environments [30]. Hence, when
we predict the QoS data of service s invoked by active user u,
we must consider the current edge server of active user u.
Based on service s being invoked by active user u, we can
divide the situation into two cases, as follows:
Case 1. Service s invoked by active user u has history QoS
data in the new edge server, i.e., users in the control of the
new edge server have adopted the same service s as active
user u; therefore, the history QoS data of service s have been
stored in the new edge server.
Case 2. Service s invoked by active user u has no history
QoS data in the new edge server, i.e., users in the control of
the new edge server have not adopted the same service s as
active user u; therefore, there is no history QoS data about
service s in the new edge server.
Many recommender systems [31], [32] have used PCC
[33], [34] to calculate similarity because PCC can be
implemented easily and can achieve high accuracy. In the
next section, we use PCC to calculate similarities between
two users and two edge servers.
4.1.1 User Similarity Computation
t
In this paper, let qu , s represent the history QoS value
when user u repeatedly invokes service s (s=1,2,3,…) at the
't
t-th time (t=1,2,3,…), and q u , s represent the QoS value after
min-max normalization [35].
For situations such as Case 1 describes, the QoS history
in the old edge server of active user u is invalid and cannot

be used for user similarity computation. However, we can use
the history QoS data of the same service that active user u
adopts. We calculate the active user u similarity to other users
who are in the control of the new edge server based on the
PCC with the following equation:
simu , v 
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represents the average QoS value of service s invoked in edge
server b1, where S denotes the total number of same services
invoked in edge servers b1 and b2.
4.1.3 Significance Weighting
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where simu ,v represents the similarity between user u and
user v on the same service s ( s  Su  Sv ), which both user u
and user v have commonly invoked. S is the total number of
the same invoked services, and Eu , s is the average value of

If two users or edge servers have similar QoS histories on
a few of the same invoked services, then using the PCC will
overestimate the similarities of service users or edge servers
[10], [36]. To address this problem, we employ a significance
weight to reduce the influence of a small number of invoked
similar services. An enhanced PCC for the similarity
computation between different service users is defined in the
following equation:
2  Su  S v
sim 'u ,v 
simu ,v
(7)
Su  S v
'
where sim u , v represents the new similarity value, Su  Sv

is the number of services invoked by both users, and Su and

max QoS value for Qu , s , respectively.

Sv are the number of services invoked by user u and user v
respectively.
Similar to the user similarity computation, an enhanced
PCC between different edge servers is defined as follows:
2  Sb1  Sb2
sim'b1 ,b2 
simb1 ,b2
(8)
Sb1  Sb2

4.1.2 Edge Server Similarity Computation

where Sb1  Sb2 is the number of services that invoked in

't

service s invoked by user u for T times. q u , s is the QoS value
after min-max normalizing the history QoS value. We use
Qu , s (Qu , s  (qu1 , s , qu2, s ,..., qut , s ,..., qun, s )) to represent user u
min
max
invoking service s n times. Qu , s , Qu , s represent the min and

For the situation described in Case 2, i.e., service s
invoked by active user u has no history QoS data in the new
edge server, we must find edge servers similar to the old edge
server.
Based on the PCC, we propose an algorithm to find
similar edge servers for a new edge server accessed by an
active user. The algorithm is similar to the user similarity
computation except that the edge server similarity
computation employs the similarity between edge servers
instead of between service users. The similarity computation
between edge server b1 and edge server b2 can be calculated
with the following equation:
simb1 ,b2 
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is the similarity between edge server b1 and
Eb1 , s

where simb1 ,b2




edge server b2. Pbu1 , s represents the average QoS value of

both edge server b1 and edge server b2, and Sb1 and Sb2
are the numbers of services invoked in edge server b1 and
edge server b2, respectively.
4.2 QoS Prediction
Based on the above user and edge server similarity
computations, we propose a user-based similarity selection
and distance-based similarity selection approach,
respectively. Then, we predict QoS value of services for
active users.
4.2.1 Similar Neighbor Selection
An important step for making accurate QoS value
prediction is to select similar neighbors, because dissimilar
neighbors will decrease prediction accuracy. We will
introduce two algorithms for Case 1 and Case 2, respectively.
1)

User-based Similarity Selection

For the situation of an active user u as in Case 1, we must
select Top-K most-similar users for user u. We use the
enhanced Top-K algorithms to rank the users based on PCC
similarities and select the Top-K most-similar users for
making QoS value predictions. Different from traditional
Top-K algorithms, the enhanced Top-K algorithm excludes
users with PCC similarities less than or equal to 0.
The Top-K similar user set of user u is
Su (ui )  u1 , u2 ,..., ui ,..., uK , i  1, 2,..., K
(9)

where i represents the ordinal of similar users of user u. The
enhanced user-based Top-K set of similar users can be found
with the following equation:





Su' (ui )  ui  Su (ui ), simu' ,ui  0, ui  u
2)

(10)

Distance-based Similarity Selection

For the situation of an active user u as in Case 2, we
should find similar edge servers for new edge server b, which
is accessed by active user u. Every edge server has a radio
coverage area, and the distance cannot be too great because
the resulting area might contain noise and thus degrade
prediction performance.
Motivated by the situation, we propose a distance-based
enhanced Top-K selection strategy. The strategy (i.e., Eq.11)
considers the edge server distribution density around b.
We define a parameter  that represents the distance
between other edge servers and b, and we select similar edge
servers for b within distance  .
Based on the above analysis, the distance-based set of
similar edge servers can be found with the following equation:
Sb (bi )  b1 , b2 ,..., bi ,...bB , d (b, bi )  
(11)

where i represents the ordinal of similar edge servers of b,
and B represents the total edge servers of b in the range of  ,
which will be analyzed in Section 4.5 in detail. d (b, bi )
represents the distance between edge server b and bi based
on great circle distances using the haversine [37]. We
calculate the distance using a typical Geographic Distance
algorithm [38], in which the distance d (b, bi ) between edge
server b and bi is specified by (latitude, longitude) coordinates
(  1 ,  1 ) and (  2 ,  2 ).
d (b, bi )  2 R arctan(

with
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2
2
where  is a central angle between the two edge servers and
R is the radius of the Earth, which we assume to be 6371 km.
Based on the above, we select Top-K most-similar edge
servers for b. Similar to user-based, the Top-K similar edge
server set of b can obtained with the following equation:





S 'b (bi )  bi  Sb (bi ), sim'b,bi  0, bi  b

(14)

Thus, dissimilar neighbors with negative correlations and
the null intersection neighbors will be discarded from the
similar neighbor sets.
4.2.2 QoS Prediction for Active Users
Based on the similarity between every pair of users and
edge servers and the most-similar users or edge servers, we
finally predict the QoS value for active users with Algorithm
1.

Algorithm 1: QoS Prediction Algorithm
INPUT : User u ; Service s; Edge Server b; QoS Data ds
OUTPUT : Prediction QoS Value
BEGIN :
1. b_ds as the QoS data for edge server b from ds
2. //divides situation into Case 1 and Case 2
3. isServiceExist == false;
4. WHILE i < b_ds.length()
5.
IF service(i) == s;
6.
isServiceExist = true ;
7.
BREAK;
8.
i++;
9. RETURN isServiceExist;
10. // find similar users for user u
11. Case 1: IF isServiceExist == true;
12. similar_userset = null;
13. WHILE i < b_ds.length()
14.
IF user(i) invoked s via b
15.
similar_userset.add(user(i));
16.
i++;
17. Top_K(similar_userset);
18. RETURN prediction QoS value;
19. // find similar edge servers for b
20. Case 2: IF isServiceExist == false;
21. similar_edgeserver = =null;
22. WHILE i<ds.length
23. IF any user invoked s via b(i)
24.
similar_ edgeserverset.add(b(i));
25.
i++;
26. bestedgeserverset == null;
27. WHILE i < similar_ edgeserverset.length()
28. // find best similar edge servers with distance within 
29. IF Distance(b,similar_ edgeserverset(i))< 
30. best edgeserverset.add(similar_ edgeserverset(i));
31.
i++;
32. Top_K(edgeserverset);
33. RETURN prediction QoS value;
END
Based on Algorithm 1, whether or not services that are
invoked by active users exist in the QoS history data in the
new edge server, we predict QoS for active users as follows:
a) Based on the user similarity, we predict the QoS
value of active user u with the following equation:
simu' ,ui ( Eui , s  ui )

ui Su' ( ui )
preduser (u, s)  u 
(15)
 u S ' (u ) simu' ,ui
i

u

i

with
1 S
(16)
 Eu ,s
S s 1 i
where u is the average of QoS values of different
ui 

services invoked by active user u. u i represents the
average QoS values of different services invoked by
similar user ui , and S is the total number of services
invoked by user ui .

b)

Based on the edge server similarity, service s
invoked by active user u has no history QoS data in
the new edge server. Therefore, we find the Top-K
similar edge servers for the new edge server.
Because the history QoS value of the active u in the
old edge server fails for predicting and based on the
Top-K similar edge servers, we propose an approach
to predict the QoS value for service s invoked by
active user u as follows:
 bi Sb' (bi ) simb' ,bi  Ebi ,s
prededgeserver (u, s) 
(17)
 b S ' (b ) simb' ,bi
i

with
Ebi , s 

where Ebi , s
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service s invoked in edge server bi .
4.3 Service Recommendation
Based on the above-predicted QoS values of services for
an active user, when the service can meet the active user QoS
requirements, mobile edge computing platform recommend
that the active user can still use the service from the old edge
server, otherwise the platform recommend the active user to
use other service or migrate the service to the new edge
servers.

In this section, we perform experiments to verify the
performance of our approach and compare the results with
other CF methods. Our experiments are intended to 1)
validate the rationality of our proposed approach; 2) compare
our approach with other CF methods; and 3) analyze
parameters of our approach to achieve optimum performance.
5.1 Experiments Setup
We adopt the QoS dataset to validate our prediction
approach, and we conduct experiments by employing eclipse
4.5 and JDK 1.8. Based on previous work, our experiments
primarily contain two parts: 1) compare our approach with
other known methods; 2) study the optimal parameter  and
the effect of parameter Top-K in our approach.
5.2 Dataset
5.2.1 Dataset Description
In our experiments, we adopt a hybrid dataset that is a
mixture of the Shanghai Telecom and WSDream datasets
[10]. The Shanghai Telecom dataset contains Internet
information about 6357 service invocations on 3233 base
station. Note that we call base station as edge server in the
following experiment. Fig. 3 allows a distinct understanding
of the distribution of edge servers for Shanghai Telecom. The
WSDream dataset describes real-world QoS evaluation
results, including both response time and throughput values,
obtained from 142 users on 4500 web services over 64 times
as a 142×4500 user-service matrix.

5. EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 3. Distribution of edge servers for Shanghai Telecom
Fig. 3 shows the distribution of 3233 edge servers. The number represents the number of edge servers within range of the red circle. Fig. 3 illustrates
that the edge server distribution is dense in Shanghai.

For the Shanghai Telecom dataset, Table 1 describes the
Internet information for user 27 as an example. For edge
server 106, user 27 invokes services 211 times. However,
user 27 invokes services in edge server 214 only 1 time. User
27 invoked services in 18 edge servers altogether. Table 1

shows that one user invokes services by accessing different
edge servers and many times in the same edge server.
Additionally, the total number of edge servers that the user
accesses shows that the handoff between edge servers is
frequent. Next, we mix the WSDream and Shanghai Telecom

Table 1. Shanghai Telecom Internet Information for User 27
27

User ID
Edge server ID

211

212

152

107

230

227

106

214

215

222

223

97

199

221

224

108

152

121

Invoked Times

2

9

2

3

2

2

211

1

1

1

13

3

1

126

2

2

8

2

datasets by considering the characteristics of both datasets,
i.e., we take real response time from the WSDream dataset as
the response time when the user invokes service by accessing
an edge server in the Shanghai Telecom dataset.
5.2.2 Dataset Mixture
Because of user mobility, we must consider the location
of edge servers that are accessed by active users. To adapt to
mobile networks environments, we need a dataset comprising
QoS data on services by accessing edge servers for users.
However, no dataset meets our requirements; a dataset cannot
adapt real-world mobile network environments if it is
obtained by simulation experiments.
Following many studies on data fusion [39], [40], [41],
we introduce an approach on how to mix QoS data and edge
server data in this section.
QoS data come from the WSDream dataset[10] and have
been normalized to reduce volatility. The edge server data
originate from Shanghai Telecom; they contain 6358 users
and 3233 edge servers. Every user has a unique ID and
multiple edge servers; every edge server owns a detailed
location.
Based on the above analysis of two datasets, we fill QoS
data into edge server data following these rules:
1) Same user ID in Shanghai Telecom dataset with one
edge server. We take one user’s QoS data on the same
service from the WSDream dataset;
2) If edge server changes, we take one user’s QoS data
on another service from WSDream dataset;
3) If user ID changes, we take another user’s QoS data
from WSDream.
Following the above data mixture rule, we obtain a new
hybrid dataset that contains both QoS data and edge server
locations.
5.3 Accuracy Metrics
Mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared error

between values predicted by a model or estimator and real
values. We adopt MAE and RMSE to measure the prediction
accuracy of our approach by making comparisons with other
methods. MAE is defined as follows:
 Pu ,s  Pu ,s
MAE 
(19)
N
where 𝑃𝑢,𝑠 is the predicted QoS value, and Pu , s denotes the
real QoS value of service s invoked by active user u.
RMSE is defined as follows:
 ( Pu , s  Pu ,s )2
(20)
RMSE 
N
where N is the number of predicted values. The smaller the
values of MAE and RMSE are, the more accurate the
prediction.
5.4 Performance Comparisons
We compare the performance of our approach with other
approaches. The other approaches are as follows:
1) UMEAN: employs the average QoS performance of
the current service user on other web services;
2) IMEAN: employs the average QoS performance of
the web service observed by other service users;
3) UPCC: user-based prediction algorithm using PCC;
employs similar users for service recommendation
[42], [11];
4) IPCC: item-based prediction algorithm using PCC;
employs similar web services for service
recommendation [31];
5) WSRec: WSRec [10] combines user-based and
item-based methods to predict QoS values for
service recommendation.
In this experiment, we randomly select an active user
from our dataset to make service recommendation in terms of
response time and compare our approach with other methods.
The experimental results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Accuracy Comparison
Methods

Response Time

Matrix Density=10%

Matrix Density=20%

Matrix Density=50%

MAE

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

MAE

RMSE

UMEAN

0.8783

1.8531

0.8699

1.8642

0.8433

1.8478

IMEAN

0.7004

1.5593

0.6805

1.5305

0.6625

1.5165

UPCC

0.5866

1.3580

0.5197

1.2751

0.3995

1.1554

IPCC

0.6403

1.3766

0.5189

1.2669

0.3680

1.1913

WSRec

0.5431

1.2351

0.4987

1.1254

0.4885

1.0993

OUR
APPROACH

0.5213

1.1896

0.4826

1.0247

0.3556

0.9783

(RMSE) are commonly used to measure the difference
Table 2 shows that the MAE and RMSE values of our
approach become smaller as the user-service matrix density
increases from 10% to 50%, because similarities between
users or edge servers become steadier as the amount of data
increases. When the matrix density is set as10% or 20%, the
MAE and RMSE values of our approach are slightly smaller

than with other approaches. Therefore, our approach’s
accuracy will decrease when the matrix density is sparse.
When the matrix density increases to 50%, the MAE and
RMSE values are smaller than other approaches, indicating
that the prediction accuracy can be improved by increasing
the matrix density. Thus, our approach is more accurate than

are all of the other methods in terms of response time because
the other approaches cannot consider volatility and mobility,
which is necessary to adapt to the mobile edge computing
environment.
5.5 Effect of parameter 
5.5.1 Is a smaller  better?
In this section, we use Google Maps API, that is,
EasyMapMaker, to display the density of edge server
distribution to analyze the better fitting distance between
similar edge servers. EasyMapMaker can map Excel or other

spreadsheet data onto a Google map and avoids manually
plotting multiple locations on a map. We apply all edge
servers from the list onto a map. Fig. 4 shows the density of
edge servers based on different distances between edge
servers.
We must define the boundary to select similar edge
servers because largest or smallest distance is inappropriate.
From Fig. 4,  is not better when smaller; we can find a
better fitting boundary by analyzing the density of edge
server distribution. To calculate the optimum  , we design
the following experiment.

(a) Density of edge server distribution (scale: 1.5:1000). The map scale is 1.5:1000 (i.e., 1.5 cm on the map represents 1000 m on the ground), and
the distribution is denser because the distance is greater. However, the greater distance can employ edge servers with low similarity to make
predictions. Therefore, we can consider 1 km the upper boundary.

(b) Density of edge server distribution (scale: 1.5:500). The map scale is 1.5:500. The distribution becomes sparser, but we can obviously find similar
edge server clusters. Therefore, we consider 500 m the middle boundary of the parameter analysis.

(c) Density of edge server distribution (scale: 1.5:200). The map scale is 1.5:200. We can find nearby edge servers based on the distance between
edge servers.

(d) Density of edge server distribution (scale: 1.5:100). The map scale is 1.5:100. We can find few near edge servers. Therefore, we consider 200 m
the lower boundary.
Fig. 4. Different scales on maps influence the density of edge server distribution. A smaller  is not better, because a smaller  can employ few or
no edge servers to make predictions.

5.5.2 Optimum setting of the  parameter
Table 3. Similar Edge server Density Distribution
User ID
7
29
132

Ranges of Distances between Similar Edge servers
5 km
2 km
1 km
0.5 km
0.2 km
267
52
12
2
1
613
121
29
5
1
653
194
67
25
2

To study the optimum value of parameter  for Case 2,
i.e., the number of similar edge servers needed to provide a
relatively accurate recommendation, we study one edge
server for an active user at a time.
We have speculated that the optimum  is related to a
similar edge server density distribution. Therefore, we
initially study the distribution of similar edge servers for an
active user before making recommendations and observe the
distances between similar edge servers and the edge server
for an active user. Table 3 shows the results for three active
users randomly selected from the dataset. Each active user is

in the coverage of an edge server, and User ID in Table 3
denotes the id in the hybrid dataset. For each of three active
users, we calculate how many similar edge servers exist in
different distance ranges.
Table 3 shows that the greater the range of distances, the
greater the number of similar edge servers. Similarly, a
smaller range of distances implies fewer stations. When the
range of distance is less than 0.2 km, the number of similar
edge servers is less than 2. Using dissimilar or smallest
similar edge servers to predict the missing value will
significantly reduce prediction accuracy. Hence, we make
predictions for one active user in the range between 0.2 km
and 1 km to examine which distance ranges provided the
most accurate service recommendations.
From Fig. 5a and Fig. 5d, the most accurate prediction for
user 7 comes from  = 900 m. User 7 has 12 similar edge
servers when distance is less than 1 km. Therefore, the
number of similar edge servers for user 7 is less than 12,
which contributes to the prediction accuracy.

Form Fig. 5b and Fig. 5e, the most accurate prediction for
user 29 comes from  = 600 m. User 29 has 29 similar edge
servers when distance is less than 1 km, and 9 edge servers
when distance becomes less than 0.5 km. Therefore, the
number of similar edge servers that contribute to prediction
accuracy is slightly greater than 9.
User 132 has 25 similar edge servers when distance is less
than 0.5 km, and the most accurate prediction comes from 
= 300 m (see Fig. 5c and Fig. 5f). Combining Table 3, Fig.

5c and Fig. 5d, we can obtain an approximate number less
than 10.
Fig. 5 and Table 3 illustrate that the optimum distance is
determined by similar edge server density distribution. If the
distribution is denser, the distance will be smaller. For
different active users, the optimum  value is different.
High performance can be achieved by setting  to include
similar edge servers whose number is approximately 10 in
our hybrid dataset.

(a) Predictions for User 7 on MAE

(b) Predictions for User 29 on MAE

(c) Predictions for User 132 on MAE

(d) Predictions for User 7 on RMSE

(e) Predictions for User 29 on RMSE

(f) Predictions for User 132 on RMSE

Fig. 5. Effect of parameter  for Different Active Users on response time. The best  employs approximately 10 similar edge servers, which
contributes to accurate prediction.

5.6 Effect of Enhanced Top-K
We study the effect of enhanced Top-K for Case 1, i.e.,
using an enhanced Top-K algorithm, dissimilar users with
negative PCC values from the Top-K similar neighbors are
excluded.
We do experiments on two versions for three active users
who are selected randomly. One version employs enhanced
Top-K, whereas another does not. For example, Fig. 6 shows
that our approach with the enhanced Top-K outperforms
without the enhanced Top-K on response time with the
increasing number of service users (i.e., the given number).
Our experiments set Top-K as 10. Fig. 6 shows that the
prediction values without enhanced Top-K for User 19, User
56, and User 176 are volatile because they might include

negative similar users to make a prediction, which will
greatly decrease prediction accuracy.
Fig. 6a shows that differences between the two versions
in MAE decrease when the given number increases; when the
given number is set as 35, the two versions almost overlap.
Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c show the same trend as shown in Fig.
6a. However, the difference between two versions decreases
to 0 when the given number is set as 25 for User 56 and the
given number is set as 35 for User 176, respectively.
Therefore, Top-K can be set to be a large value to obtain
optimal performance based on different active users in our
approach.

(a) Predictions for User 19

(b) Predictions for User 56

outperforms other approaches in mobile edge computing
environments. In this paper, our approach initially calculates
user or edge server similarity depending upon users’
changing locations, selects the Top-K most-similar neighbors
to decrease data volatility, and finally makes service
recommendation based on QoS prediction.
Although
our
approach
improves
service
recommendation accuracy in mobile edge computing, it
possesses a few limitations: 1) the prediction accuracy of our
approach decreases when the matrix density is less than 10%.
2) The similarity computation between edge servers might
produce a large error when the distribution density of edge
servers is sparser. Thus, our future work will focus on solving
these two limitations. We will consider on the anticipatory
network model [43] related to user mobility prediction. For
example, including a predictive migration model into an
anticipatory network may increase the degree of adaptability
of the overall service recommendation in the network in our
future work.
To provide further clues regarding the QoS and how the
physical mobility data correlate with the Telecom data, our
future work will investigate the statistics of transition patterns
of users migrating between the edge stations based on traffic
and public transport data. Another topic worth further
research
appears
cognitive
aspects
of
service
recommendation [13], such as impact of time when the
service is recommended after entering the new edge station,
as well as patterns and probabilities of rational vs. nonrational user reactions to service recommendations.
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